Health promotion is complex even when issues of justice and equity are not considered. The dynamic influences of culture, environments, education and upbringing all collude to make promoting fitness, happiness or healthy eating as exciting and unpredictable as a Mars mission. Add the goal of equivalence of benefit for all to this mix, and the launch pad is ever more volatile. To solve for parity we will need to struggle between two of the most time-honored of moral principles. Consequentialism holds that, as Star Trek's Dr. Spock said with his dying breath in his final episode, "the needs of the many are more important than the needs of a few." Categorical reasoning is a belief system where some things are morally righteous no matter the context. Choosing the right principles will require that we better leverage "citizen scientists" because one of the surest ways to satisfy a community's context is to recruit community partners.
This is a special issue of the American Journal of Health Promotion where all of the articles relate to assessing and addressing the problem of health disparities. These featured studies were chosen, in particular, because they are solving for the challenge of advancing parity in health promotion. Although there is now widespread recognition in the public health profession of the troublesome gaps in well-being between ethnic and racial groups and by socioeconomic status, there is a dearth of evidence that the health promotion profession has made achieving parity in health promotion a strategic priority, much less an imperative. As you will see from the discussion sections alongside the research findings in this special issue, confronting health disparities requires equal parts investigative resourcefulness, scientific acumen, and most importantly, authentic leadership.
Solving for parity in health promotion remains such a vexing problem, and worthy challenge, for health promotion professionals because it demands that we fully acknowledge the social and ecological factors influencing health behaviors and create strategy accordingly. A simplistic way to begin considering whether health promotion efforts are well positioned to advance parity in health is to ask whether the efforts are guided by a strategic plan and whether data related to health disparities are represented in the plan. An answer to the first part of the question, at least when it comes to workplace-based health promotion, is "usually not."
My colleagues at HERO and Mercer used HERO Scorecard data from 555 organizations and examined trends in strategic planning, among other best practices in worksite health promotion, between 2014 and 2016. 1 During that period, little changed, with 56% of employers in 2016 stating they had a strategic plan, and of those, 66% naming that they had written objectives relating to risk change. Further analysis showed that organizations with strategic plans had higher rates of reported health improvements and related cost savings. Conversely, 46% of employers without objectives also had no reported measures of health risk change. 2 Although this study did not specifically examine health disparities, it's safe to assume that those without a strategic plan likely did not have a plan for increasing parity in health. Further, among those who have a strategy, it is unlikely many are guided by a fulsome ecological framework such as the vaunted Predisposing, Reinforcing and Enabling Constructs in Educational Diagnosis and Evaluation (PRECEDE) Framework that many health promotion professionals were trained to apply in planning for the complexities of affecting population health. For example, I searched the PRECEDE bibliography of over 1000 citations about this planning model and found 26 articles where PRE-CEDE was used in worksite health promotion, and of those, only a handful could serve as case studies of a socioecologically informed approach to planning a workplace-based intervention. 3 
Do-Gooders, Hillbillies, and Brigands
That we underutilize strategic models that would shed light on why disparities persist is but one of a multiplicity of reasons why parity in health promotion remains a dream too few are pursuing.
Considering the precepts of the Promoting Action on Research Implementation in Health Services "(PARiHS)," a framework for putting research into practice, most of us working in this field, with our privileged backgrounds and parochial influences, simply lack the experiences needed to effectively represent the needs and values of underserved populations. Reflecting on the health disparities articles featured in this special issue using "PARiHS" principles, these articles offer compelling evidence for why and how we need to address inequities in organizations and communities, but it will be difficult for many of us to facilitate the implementation of these ideas if we lack context in our lives or workplaces. Specifically, the PARiHS framework proposes that "successful implementation of research in practice is a function of the relation between the nature of the evidence, the context in which the proposed change is to be implemented and the mechanisms by which the change is facilitated. The framework is expressed as:
4 Without context, such as from personal experience or a deep understanding of another's experiences, we do-gooders consistently miss opportunities to have our efforts benefit marginalized populations or, worse, develop programs that do more harm than good.
I'm still not sure about whether this was a do-gooder ending or just another inept neo-colonialist tale of unintended consequences.
For a story rich in context, read Hillbilly Elegy, a disturbing and poignant book about the despair, addiction and criminality of many from a lower economic class of people in Kentucky and Ohio. 5 The book, written by J. D. Vance, a graduate of Yale Law School, shines a harsh and mostly unforgiving light on the misconduct and long odds of ascendency for the working poor. Vance offers an even more jarring and grim assessment of the near impossibility of financial or moral redemption when it comes to the nonworking poor. How is it that Vance could author such a revealing and honest exposé about such taboo issues? The book is autobiographical. His depressing renderings about life in a mining town in Ohio, abetted by his unnervingly authentic prose, offer the context behind why this memoir of his life's trajectory could have as readily led him to prison as to his lucrative law practice. If he were to organize an evidenceinformed mentorship intervention in rural Ohio, given how crucial mentors were to his success, I'd have high hopes for a successful implementation. He has the context and the facilitative faculties that few in traditional leadership positionswhether legal, educational, or public health related-possess.
Allow me to tell you a story about 1 struggle I've had with context after a time where I thought I was doing the right thing on behalf of a nonworking poor person in Tanzania. I've written about this scary encounter elsewhere, 6 but I've never shared the unexpected plot twist at the end of the story because I'm still not sure about whether this was a do-gooder ending or just another inept neocolonialist tale of unintended consequences. It is about a time my wife and son and I were attacked by 2 men wielding machetes. Two men appeared suddenly in the dark of night as we were returning home along a slim, wooded path near where we lived at the time in Dar es Salaam. The men, barefoot with tattered pants and no shirts, briefly jostled me and my son and moved quickly to my wife and started tugging at her clothes looking for money or jewelry. I charged them and the roar that erupted from me sounded like a mix of a lunatic and a lion. My screams were riotous enough to send them fleeing into the darkness. Two days later, I saw one of the men using his same machete to rummage through garbage alongside a road. I confronted him and, after a prolonged negotiation, persuaded him to surrender his machete in exchange for a pair of used tennis shoes, something I knew were coveted by Tanzania's poor. End of story, right? Using the utilitarian moral code of the "greatest good for the greatest number," I had effectively reduced the probability of harm to others in exchange for something of value to this wrongdoer.
Social Justice and Health Disparities
The story takes a surprising turn, at least for me given my context for such, when I relayed my "machete for shoes" facilitative approach to my daughter. Anna is a public health nurse who has been drawn to working with marginalized populations throughout her career; I've written elsewhere about the "why" behind her professional decisions.
7 "Well, Dad." She paused and I immediately sensed the indignation that only a lovingly grounded fatherdaughter relationship can bear. "Way to take away a poor man's livelihood!" Justice for me had been about the many people that could be spared of being as witlessly afraid as we were, compared to the loss of a weapon for this 1 man. For Anna, someone who has worked among the poor much more than me, the machete enabled him to provide for himself and likely for others. Maybe he hired out to trim tree branches or butcher pigs during the day and, per Anna, his context may well have put him on higher moral ground than mine. Had I considered his night job may have had been more Robin Hood than thug? In retrospect, it would explain why 2 strong but poor men with swords would so readily flee from an unarmed rich elder whose only fight was in seventh grade and lasted all of 10 seconds.
Achieving parity in health promotion starts with a strategy that is inclusive and examines context, but we will also need to consider whether we have the capacity to facilitate change in ways responsive to cultures and their lived experiences. Social justice and individual behavior and well-being are inextricable. If you are interested in learning more about moral teachings, consider taking Harvard's most popular open enrollment course (online for free) called "Justice," taught by Professor Michael Sandel.
8 You'll learn that Anna and I were struggling between 2 of the most time-honored of moral principles. I took a position of "consequentialism" which holds that, as Star Trek's Dr Spock said with his dying breath in his final episode, "the needs of the many are more important than the needs of a few." It's a philosophy where the outcomes of actions help determine the rightness of actions. Anna was indignant because she was viewing my actions via her lens of "categorical reasoning." She saw my impulsive assumptions about the benefits of disarming a brigand as a violation of another man's rights. It's a belief system where some things are morally righteous no matter the context. Health promotion is complex even when not considering issues of justice and equity. The dynamic influences of culture, environments, education, and upbringing all collude to make promoting fitness, happiness or healthy eating as exciting and unpredictable as a Mars mission. Add the goal of equivalence of benefit to this mix and the launch pad is ever more volatile. The Hippocratic Oath comes to mind when we tread toward unfamiliar turf. If we are to confront why our efforts aren't producing equivalency in health for all, might we at least stop doing things with the potential for harm? Realistically, such is probably not possible when, as Robert Shmerling explains so capably in a post about the Latin translation for primum non nocere, "there is no clear priority given to the avoidance of harm over the goal of providing help."
To advance health for all will usually mean we're planning based on probabilities, making debatable trade-offs and, per the surprise ending my daughter brought to my story, dealing with differences in context and moral codes. As you read the articles in this special issue of the American Journal of Health Promotion, take note of the interesting interplay between scientists and community, between fidelity to implementation and the realities of dissemination. Consider Stanford's Abbey King's research into leveraging "citizen scientists" as you read these articles because one of the surest ways to satisfy a community's context is to recruit community partners. 10 For researchers interested in submitting intervention results to this Journal, I'd encourage you to consider the "Our Voice" framework as you create strategies for interventions that will have greater likelihood of improving health because your approach is sensitive to the life experiences of those you hope to serve. Had I applied citizen science principles in Tanzania Organization.
